This paper examines the early stages of career of Aleksei Fedorovich Malinovskii, since 1814 Head of the Moscow Archive of the State College of Foreign Affairs. The Archive's records and diverse correspondence from the 1780s -early 1800s reveal his connections to the aristocratsVorontsov and Sheremetev -and to some of the highest officials of the Empire (vice-chancellor Ivan Osterman) who willingly patronized this son of a Moscow priest and later a petty official in the Archive. The career stretegies he pursued in the field of the patronage went parallel to and were no less important than those he pursued in the formal hierarchies. He sought to obtain noble status in order to acquire estates and serfs. To gain a symbolic foothold in the elite and to become its full member, he married one Islen'eva, a niece of the Vorontsovs, who became a rich heiress in 1810. Later he gave his daughter in marriage to Prince Dolgorukov, a remote relative of the Sheremetevs, thus linking himself up with both clans of his protectors. Malinovskii's relationships with his patrons were based on mutual services and benefit which are discussed in the article.
5 brothers wanted to achieve, and hence, speaks for the socio-cultural model they adhered. The case of Aleksei Malinoviskii is not only his personal experience of social mobility. It also illuminates the structures of the society which lifted him to its top.
To understand what made his rise possible I resort to the concept of patronage which has been only recently applied to the history of early modern Russia. The relationships of patronage imply long-lasting voluntary, unequal and unofficial connections between people of different social status based on the exchange of different resources 16 . This system penetrated all social and political structures of modern European societies, not excluding Russia. 17 These relationships tied together people from different sostoianiia being an evidence of an interaction within the society arranged, as appears, on the basis of a rigid status hierarchy. The interaction between people in a society based on formally rigid social regulations was possible due to patronage which functioned not only at the level of the aristocracy and its environment, but also at the every level of society. 18 The Russian poet and scholar Mikhail Lomonosov claimed his social status as an independent scientist and recognition of his scientific studies thanks to the Shuvalov's and Vorontsov's patronage. His social identity had been shaped through the advantages provided by the patronage, rather than through the position of a professor of chemistry at the University. 1770s -early 1780s. 21 Yet in 1782, Aleksei was registered in the confessionary registers as archivariusy Feodorovy; but already three years later Aleksei and his youngest brother Pavel were registered as Feodorovy Malinovskie. 22 Having obtained the documental evidence of their noble origin in the 1790s, the brothers implemented the myth about their origin from the Polish Szlachta and misled even some contemporary scholars.
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There is no reliable evidence on the origin of their family name. The clergy had not got any family names until ca. 1730/40s, i.e. before a significant number of the children from the clergy became educated in the ecclesiastical schools. The presence of the Ukrainian teachers in the schools at that time was crucial for endowing the future deacons and priests with family names. Whereas a bulk of students bore the same patronymic names and hence were undistinguished from one another, the malorossiiane were accustomed that everyone bore family names, both laymen and clergymen. They started to invent family names for their students, usually ending at -skii. 24 In the case of Malinovskii this trend had joined the convention to endow students with the names after famous hierarchs of the Russian Church: 25 Fedor
Avksent'ev syn could have received his "family" name after Moscow archbishop Platon Malinovskii the elder, Aleksei's father, was ordained priest in 1760. After his father's death in 1765, he received the parish. 27 Whether he was an Enlightened priest and his spiritual mentorship was respected by the prominent persons 28 or just because of the vicinity of the parish and the place of Cherkasskie ogorody -the land given as a dowry to Princess Varvara Even not yet having reached full 9 years, in the early 1771, Aleksei was admitted to the gymnasium at the Moscow University as a pupil 'at his own expense' (na svoem koshte) which means that his father was able to pay for him (and a few years later also for his younger brothers In October 1778, he left the gymnasium without entering the "rector's class" -the last one which opened the way to the University (the students of this class had a privilege to attend the lectures of the University professors). 39 He was hired as a clerk in Mezhevaia (Land survey) chancellery on a position outside the Table of ranks 40 as he did not graduate a university. Just in a month, he left the chancellery formally because of a disease, and with an intention to continue studying at home privately. 41 Most probably, the real cause was the decision to embark upon another, more perspective career. As it is unknown how did it occur, but one can suppose that the decision originated not without an influence of someone from the Masonic circle: assistance of 9 high-ranked masons for the petty officials was a common thing among the freemasons. 66 . The "house" (dom) should be understand here in the framework of the concept of "house citizenship". 67 Secretaries, relatives, managers and those who resorted to the protection of the head of the household, including children, were considered to belong to "dom". 68 The word "friend" (priiatel') was neither random here nor emotionally 
Ennoblement
In 1792, 12 years passed since Malinovskii had got his position in the Archive.
Basically, after "faultless service" during this period, he could reckon for the promotion to the rank of collegiate assessor (the 8 th ), which secured the hereditary nobility status for non-nobles 14 by birth at the civil service according to the regulation of 1765. 76 The imperial decree of December 1790 confirmed this regulation prescribing to promote only nobles for the excellent service and capabilities" leaving for the non-nobles a chance for a promotion not earlier than after 12 years of service. 77 However, after examining certificates from the College in late 1792, the Senate rejected a promotion for Malinovskii and some other non-noble officials from the Archive as it did not find any "merit" (otlichnost') in their service. 78 It seems to be like a bolt from the blue for Malinovskii. Now he could reckon only upon the promotion as a nobleman, which did not depend on the period of "faultless" service. But in April, 1791, the ukaz of December, 1790 was supplemented by another one. It specified that the noblemen had to present their nobility certificates approved and confirmed according to the Charter to the Nobility of 1785 in order to be promoted to the 8 th rank. 79 Thus it was not enough to find a noble person bearing the same family name among the old documents in the Archive and to compose a lineage to connect him to his own family. the sum which could contribute to this purchase). A quite large set of serfs (70 males, 60 females) was bought in Riazan' province in 1797 (it was the year when Malinovskii composed Sheremetevs' lineage for and got 1000 rubles for it). By 1803, his last purchase were 105 serfs (55 males, 50 females) in Dmitrovskii uezd of Moscow province in 1802, and they were bought not privately (through kupchaia) like two previous estates but at a public sale (auction). 97 In
November 1803, he received his nobility certificate also from the Moscow noble assembly as a landowner of Moscow province. 98 To complete, by 1820 he possessed 719 male serfs who were scattered not only in Moscow and Riazan' provinces but also in Tver' and Tula provinces too.
Hence, during the period of about 20 years, he increased the number of male serfs in about 5 times (from 145 to 719) 99 .
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Thus, the acquiring of nobility status was of crucial importance for The next but not less important service Malinovskii provided to Sheremetev soon after he composed his lineage, was his assistance at supplying Sheremetev's beloved Praskov'ia Kuznetsova-Zhemchugova with a noble pedigree. Born in 1768 as a daughter of a smith in Kuskovo, she shone as an actress in Sheremetev's estate theatre. 121 Whereas sex imposition was a routine in private serf theatres, 122 Nikolai Sheremetev fell in love with Praskov'ia and openly lived with her since his father died in 1788. 123 He freed her as Kovaleva in 1798 but did not dare to marry her during the reign of Paul I. 124 To make their future marriage absolutely unambiguous he needed to "nobilitate" her, and for this deal a real evidence of her noble origin was necessary.
While a person authorized by Sheremetev was sent to Belorussian provinces which previously belonged to Rzeczpospolita to unearth a shliakhtich Kovalevskii who would be ready to give a signed evidence of his relationship with Praskov'ia, 125 Malinovskii contributed the deal conducting the archival research. Among the documents of Razriad in the Archive, he found the Polish nobleman Iaakub (Yakov) Kovalevskii who was captured during the Russo-Polish war in 1664 and then admitted to the Russian service in 1667. 126 It was only a matter of Malinovskii's skills to link him with the family of Sheremetevs' serfs who originated from Yukhotskaia volost' (near Yaroslavl') and then settled in their estate of Kuskovo. 127 To understand Malinovskii's career, either official or informal, the fact that Praskov'ia's nobilitation scheme was identical to his own used in 1793/94, is of great importance. Forging of genealogy and family documents, even passing off the documents as authentic, was a ubiquitous 21 practice in the 18 th century (whereas it was illegal for a noble to marry a serf). Sheremetev himself seems to have believed in the noble origin of Praskov'ia's family, which was the most important thing. In his letters to Aleksander I and the empress Elizaveta Alekseevna on the eve of Praskov'ia's death, he declared that he had a legal heir and confessed his secrete marriage pointing out that his wife was "d'origine polonaise". It can be questioned, after Kettering, to what extent their relationships were based on fidelity, i.e. the bond of loyalty which connected them was not just implicit in the service but intensely affectionate and durable. 134 Malinovskii emphasized that Sheremetev's favour was precious for him not because of the "magnificence" of the Count's person but because of "the true goodness" of his heart and his Christian rules "which are so rare in the present society (svet)". 135 In 1803, Sheremetev recommended Malinovskii to an unknown person as a man "aussi honnêtte que serviable", moved only by honour: "n'a été guidé par aucun motif d'intérêt, mais par honneur".
136
In his letters of that time, Malinovskii, in his turn, named Sheremetev his 'benefactor'
(blagodetel'), expressing his gratitude for the protection and emphasizing that he was a source of his well-being, never interpreting their connection as "friendship". 137 Such terms (goodness or kindness, benefits, etc.) implied the gracious, voluntary bestowal of a gift by a superior upon an inferior. 138 Playing on the religious feelings of Sheremetev and using his dismal mood after his spouse's death, 139 he gained additional finances for the construction though the spending was already enormous. 140 Obsequiousness overwhelmed the Malinovskii's letters but nevertheless Sheremetev emphasized his "true friendship" to Malinovskii and his father, the priest: Explaining the exaggerated rhetoric of patron-client language or poetic of patronage, Luba
Golburt argues that the shade of flattery was discursively interconnected with friendship in the early modern world, whereas Sharon Kettering emphasized the social background of the deceit and hypocrisy: it were the differences in rank which gave patron-client relationships an artificial, sycophantic air. 142 Reciprocity of the exchange was obligatory for patron-client relationships, creating dependence, whereas friends were independent because their exchange was voluntary.
Kettering makes a reservation that friendship could exist with inferiors who had power and who could offer what a superior needed but the reality was fluid, and friendship and clientage can be conceptualized at either end of the same continuum, separated by many permutations and combinations.
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The relations between Sheremetev and Malinovskii were not only unequal, but even unilateral hence, not "friendly". Unequal relationships based on gratitude and dependence did not always produce a genuine emotional band, particularly when rewards were much-needed. 144 The political reality of these relationships should not be confused with the effusive rhetoric in which they were expressed, according to Kettering: the formal rhetoric of clientage conceals the cold, hard reality of men and their ambitions meshing into place. Vorontsov did not insist on a trial. He argued that his very incentive was to come to an agreement and to maintain peace avoiding a trial which could be easily resolved in favor of the chancellor. 164 Both Sheremetev and Vorontsov had authorized special persons to conduct the affairs in the uezd of Atkarsk. From the part of Vorontsov, it was one of his managers Ivan
Firsov, who served him for many years until Vorontsov died. In July 1804, Sheremetev asked yet Malinovsky to find a means "to calm" Count Vorontsov or to provide him with a "means and thought". On August, 9 Vorontsov informed his manager that Sheremetev was ready to "change lands", the information which had to do with the Sheremetev's announcement addressed to
Malinovsky on August, 12 that he had already made some concessions and was intended to settle the land division without a trial. He asked Malinovsky to deliver a letter containing this announcement to Vorontsov. 165 This commission was not an ordinary one -to deliver his correspondence, but a special one: to meet Vorontsov and to win his favour for Sheremetev.
Having Sheremetev's household officials playing unfairly: they were delaying the signing of the amicable agreement waiting until the surveying of the Vorontsov's land would be completed, the fact which would make an exchange possible only by a purchase contract. Then Sheremetev would not agree for any contract considering it "obscene", whereas Vorontsov would "loose the right to dispute". 168 In his letter to Sheremetev from September 16 th , 1804, Vorontsov referred to Sheremetev's concessions he had made one month before and regretted that Sheremetev's managers did not compromise with his ones and denied the project of a common petition. He 27 insisted that he wanted to "drift apart" in a friendly way though he could also resort to the formal procedure. To avoid it, he asked Sheremetev to instruct his managers to complete this affair without further problems, just because of "your friendly relation to me". Vorontsov repeated the words "friendship" or "friendly" five times in the last part of his letter emphasizing that it were the Sheremetev's managers who did not want a quick outcome. Again, he attached a project of their common petition based on the assumed amicable agreement. 169 Sheremetev's surveying and household office" 172 -a relatively small but revealing sum of money.
Princess Dashkova and Malinovskii
There was also the third part in the patronage system built around, for and by Malinovskii. Malinovskii even once, whereas they recorded their visits and guests and also left some remarks on Anna Islen'eva and her behavior, hinting at their quarrels with her and their competition for Dashkova's attention. 211 However, Dashkova's correspondence with Malinovskii reveals that she was eagerly expecting their meetings and conversations to take place in Moscow. 212 It would be quite likely that Malinovskii visited her in her Moscow house in Bol'shaia Nikitskaia street, where Anna even had her personal chamber 213 but lacking of Wilmots' records on it does not allow us to ascertain it. It can be assumed that they met and conversed with each other during receptions at other houses, for example, at Osterman's -resigned vice-chancellor's, whom they both frequented in his Moscow house at the former Fedor Malinovskii's parish. 214 Evidently, 
